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Takes charge

Determined

Confident

Firm

Enterprising

Competitive

Enjoys challenges

Problem solver

Productive

Bold

Purposeful, Goal driven

Decision maker

Adventurous

Strong willed

Independent

Persistent

Action oriented

O

G B

Enthusiastic

Takes risks

Creative

Motivator

Energetic

Very verbal

Promoter

Friendly, mixes easily

Enjoys popularity

Fun-loving

Likes variety

Spontaneous

Enjoys change

Group oriented

Optimistic

Initiator 

Infectious laughter

Inspirational

Loyal

Calm, even keel

Non-demeaning

Avoids confrontations

Enjoys routine

Dislikes change

Warm and relational

Gives in

Indecisive

Dry humor

Adaptable

Sympathetic

Thoughtful

Nurturing

Patient

Tolerant

Good listener

Peace maker

Accurate

Consistent

Controlled

Reserved

Predictable

Practical

Orderly

Factual

Conscientious

Perfectionist

Discerning

Detailed

Analytical

Inquisitive

Precise

Persistent

Scheduled

Sensitive

TOTAL  _________ _________ TOTAL

TOTAL  _________ _________        TOTAL

Circle the words or phrases that describe you as your most authentic self. 
Total the number circled and record the number in the TOTAL blank. 

Circle which letter represents your highest score.

Personality Assessment
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Lion
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PLEASURE
Born leaders who take charge 
Love challenging opportunities
Want to accomplish something
Want immediate results
Do it RIGHT NOW
Decisive, bold, willing  
to take risks
Love solving problems and making 
changes 
Get to the bottom line
Not afraid of pressure
Love the spotlight
See the way things could  
be and then go do it!
Accomplish things and  
get results

PAIN
Can be critical, harsh and 
controlling
Talk more than they listen
Want directives followed without 
questioning
Has an opinion on everything, and 
is always right
Demands allegiance
Gains energy from conflict
May not consult others

PLEASURE
Warm, loving, caring
Place a high value on loyalty  
and are deeply relational
Are “natural” experts at relationships 
Prefer a few close friends
Have hearts full of love, empathy, 
understanding, and compassion
Great listeners and encouragers
The definition of “adaptable”
Can absorb intense emotional pain and 
still  remain committed
Soft in attitude and action,  
but possess great courage  
and strength

PAIN
Avoid confrontation at all costs
Don’t like sudden changes
Can be procrastinators
Hold stubbornly to what is right 
Deep need to please others
Very a!ected by what others think 
Can be indecisive – don’t like to make 
decisions

RELATIONAL CHALLENGE FOR LIONS:  Once Lions roar, others can become afraid or intimidated by them. People keep them at an 
emotional arm’s distance because they might seem distant, angry, unapproachable, or all three. The challenge for Lions is to take the other person into 
consideration. They do not need to compromise their hard sided strengths as long as they adopt some “soft-sided” traits to achieve balance.

RELATIONAL CHALLENGE FOR GOLDEN RETRIEVERS:  Their strong tendency toward “soft-side” love can lead to issues of co-
dependence and enabling.  Golden Retrievers need to learn to be more assertive, ask for what they want, and say “no” to achieve relational balance.
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BEAVER

PLEASURE
Just want to have fun
The life of the party
Thinks of creative ways  
to do things
Love choices
Innovative, spontaneous, fun loving, risk 
takers, and a blur of motion!
Great at motivating others 
Optimistic and focus  
on the future 
Tremendous networkers
Love to talk, love the spotlight
Prefer choices and options
Have a strong desire to be  
liked by others
Soft and encouraging with people

PAIN
Avoid confrontation
Run Away!
Change the subject 
Avoid direct answers
Think “boundaries” is a  
dirty word
Vulnerable to peer pressure
Avoid the fine print and details
Don’t always think through the  
consequences of their actions

PLEASURE
Have high standards
Provide great quality control
Accurate, thorough,  
and organized
Carefully choose the right word 
Expect people to perform  
and to conform
Go “by the book”
Value order and precision
Like to use their critical thinking skills to 
solve problems and make decisions
Respect rules and boundaries
Feel deeply for loved ones
Need a non-critical atmosphere to do 
their best work 
PAIN

FREEZE!
Keep a lid on their emotions – must keep 
them contained
Often uncomfortable showing emotions
Slow down under pressure
During conflict, turn anger inward
Expects everyone to have the same high 
standards

RELATIONAL CHALLENGE FOR BEAVERS:  Beavers make wonderful employees, friends, and family members. When beavers are “out of 
balance” they tend to relate only on the “hard-side” of relationships, often believing that the issue is more important than the person, which puts them at risk 
for losing at love. People matter - “I matter and You matter.” Developing soft-sided traits like openly expressing thoughts and feelings will help bring Beavers 
into relational balance. 

RELATIONAL CHALLENGE FOR OTTERS:  Otters find it easy to be soft on people. It is also easy for them to be soft on problems, and ignore 
them. Otters need to learn to say “no” and adopt the “hard-sided” strength of setting healthy boundaries to achieve balance. They need to deal with reality, 
and be more in tune with both problems and people.
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LIONS AT WORK

• I am an independent thinker.  For me, work is play
• I am drawn to constant challenge in careers and like to develop 

new models, explore ideas, or build systems to satisfy my need for 
innovation

• Once I have perfected an idea, I prefer to move on, leaving the 
project to be run and supported by others

 LIONS IN LOVE
• I prefer to let my head rule my heart
• It is sometimes di"cult for me to express soft feelings. I believe 

that feelings, once stated, are obvious to a partner
• I am uneasy when my emotions control me
• I want to establish a relationship, let it maintain itself, and then turn 

my energies to my career

LIONS IN CHILDHOOD
• I appeared to be older than my years, focused on things that 

interested me, and achieved in subjects and projects that were 
stimulating to me

• I was impatient with drill and routine, and questioned authority
• I found it necessary to respect teachers before I could learn from 

them

BEAVERS AT WORK
• I provide stability, organization, and first rate quality control
• My ability to handle details and to work hard makes me the 

backbone of many organizations
• I believe that work comes before play, even if I must work overtime 

to complete the job

BEAVERS IN LOVE
• I am serious and tend to have traditional views of both love and 

marriage
• I demonstrate love and a!ection through the practical things I do 

for my loved ones, not through “touchy feely” emotional stu!
• I do have deep feelings for loved ones, but am often uncomfortable 

showing them

BEAVERS IN CHILDHOOD
• I wanted to follow the rules and regulations at school and at home
• I understood and respected authority and was very comfortable 

with academic routine
• I was the easiest of all types of children to adapt to the educational 

system

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS AT WORK
• I have a strong desire to influence others so they can lead more 

significant lives
• I often work in the arts, communications, education, and the 

helping professions
• I am adept at motivating and interacting with others

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS IN LOVE
• I want harmonious relationships
• I am a true romantic and believe in perfect love that lasts forever
• I enjoy being romanced with flowers, candles, and music, and 

cherish the small gestures of love

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS IN 
CHILDHOOD

• I was extremely imaginative and found it di"cult to fit into the 
structure of school life

• I reacted with great sensitivity to discord or rejection
• I responded to encouragement rather than competition
• I was a good friend

OTTERS AT WORK
• I get bored and restless with jobs that are routine and structured
• I thrive and am satisfied in careers that allow me independence 

and the freedom to be creative and innovative, while utilizing my 
physical coordination and my love of tools

• I view any kind of tool as an extension of myself
• I am motivated by my own natural competitive nature and sense of 

fun
• I am a natural performer

OTTERS IN LOVE
• I seek a relationship with shared activities and interests
• I thrive on physical contact
• I enjoy giving extravagant gifts that bring obvious pleasure to the 

people I love

OTTERS IN CHILDHOOD
• I had the most di"cult time fitting into the academic routine at 

school
• I learned by doing and experiencing, rather than by sitting still and 

listening and reading
• I need physical involvement in the learning process

   Personalities
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